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Duddell’s is a cultural and social destination for people who have an active appreciation for the arts. 

Founded by one of Hong Kong’s most influential young minds with a deep passion for developing Hong 

Kong’s creative landscape, Duddell’s stylishly relaxed interiors provides a colourful backdrop against which 

creative ideas can be shared and developed. It is a place where creative people come together to meet, eat, 

drink, entertain and relax in an environment that will connect art and people in a fresh, new way 

With the rise of Hong Kong as Asia’s art and design gateway, Duddell’s is also a unique hub for like-minded 

international visitors who are keen to engage with the vibrant local landscape and its key players. Since 

2013, Duddell’s has retained it’s MICHELIN star.

About Duddell’s





With interiors by the celebrated designer Ilse Crawford, Duddell’s is a

beautiful 2- floored space connected by a dramatic inner staircase.

Neither a gallery nor a museum, but with interiors as noteworthy as the

art on the walls, it is like being welcomed into the home of a seasoned art

collector – one that also happens to have a Michelin starred Cantonese

restaurant, a lush Garden Terrace, Library and a sophisticated Salon in

which to entertain. Its location in a street of historic significance, in the

heart of Central and its close proximity to the galleries in Central,

Sheung Wan and Hollywood Road makes Duddell’s a fitting addition to

Hong Kong’s growing art trail.

Its stylishly relaxed interiors provide a colourful backdrop against which

creative ideas can be shared and developed. It is a place where creative

people come together to meet, eat, drink entertain and relax in an

environment which connects art and people in a fresh, new way,

The Venue



Duddell’s vibrant art programme is spearheaded by a dedicated

Arts Committee of cultural leaders to ensure a flow of lectures,

talks, screenings and exhibitions of the most relevant artwork to

the region today. As a core part of the art programme , Duddell’s

hosts regular exhibitions - inviting renowned curators and

internationally celebrated artists in a collaboration to produce

world class exhibits. Many of the exhibits are on special loan

from the rarely seen archives of private collectors such as the

MK Lau Collection, which comprises primarily of 20th century

ink-on-paper Chinese works.

Art Programme



● 4,800 sq. ft. 

● Sit down dinner 100-120 persons 

● Cocktail party 200 persons 

● For smaller events our private rooms seat from 10-20 persons

3rd Floor





● 4775 sq. ft. 

● Sit down dinner 50 persons 

● Cocktail party 200 persons

Whole 4th Floor

● 2575 sq. ft. 

● Sit down dinner 50 persons 

● Cocktail party 120 persons

Salon Only





Depending on the size of your group, we are able to reserve from one of our intimate private

room to a particular area on the 3rd or 4th floor, or the whole venue.

Make Duddell’s Yours

● Lunches – dinners - cocktails – weekend brunch

● Art Exhibitions and Art Talks

● Fashion shows and fashion related events

● Luxury brand and creative product launches

● Press conferences

Duddell’s is PERFECT for

● Fine food and wine tastings

● Wine lunches and dinners

● Corporate events

● After office re-fueling get-togethers

● Private parties and celebrations

● House floral arrangements

● Music and Sound System

● Audio visual

● Personalised menus

● Table settings

Additional equipment can be hired on your behalf. Charges will be determined on individual

requirements. We use reputable companies who can provide the highest quality and service.



Duddell’s Michelin star restaurant features classic Cantonese dishes  under a team of  authentic chefs who 

skills have been crafted specifically over the years.  With time-honoured culinary philosophy in mind, using 

only the best ingredients sourced locally and globally, solid cooking techniques, a  deep understanding of 

ingredients  and good kitchen management skills are the essential foundation of the exceptional dishes at 

Duddell’s.

Our Cuisine









Level 3, Shanghai Tang Mansion 1 Duddell Street, Central | +852 2525 9191  | www.duddells.co

For event bookings and more
information contact events@duddells.co


